Abstract. 2014 The requirements of an energy filtering system for a transmission electron microscope (TEM) are enumerated in relation to the nature of the problems that could be tackled in materials science, if an instrument of sufficient quality were available. Accordingly, we describe the principles for a design for such a system, as based on a 03C0/2 spectrometer with additional imaging quadrupoles and lenses, in relation to the different classes of problems for which it would be used. We further describe in more detail the changes in the design of a magnetic sector which are required when it is to be used primarily for imaging rather than for spectroscopy.
Introduction.
One of the most simplistic, and apparently reasonable, assumptions which is normally made in relation to instrumentation for electron microscopy is that the ultimate performance in any specific application, as in for example the areas of high resolution structure characterisation or of localised compositional analysis, must require a specialised design: the general purpose instrument is thus expected in some way to be a compromise. In this context it is normally considered that a probe approach with a scanned beam, as in a specialised STEM, is needed for the best analysis (whether by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) or by parallel electron energy loss spectroscopy (PEELS) methods) and that the best high resolution TEM configuration, whether using a symmetric or asymmetric objective in conjunction with a cylindrically symmetric specimen holder configuration, will preclude useful EDXS methods and makes PEELS probe techniques difficult without a compromise in the lens characteristics. We will argue here that the specialist instrument in either form is less useful than might have been expected, and describe how it is that if we first consider the need for the quantitative interpretation of the data for the solution of any given materials problem, it transpires that it is a specific form of general purpose TEM which is necessary if usefully quantitative results are to be obtained.
The design requirements of the TEM based instrument which we have come to favour include a capability to form both energy filtered and energy loss images in TEM coupled with the further capability of obtaining PEELS data for reasonably small (but not atomically dimensioned) specimen areas. From a point of view originating in the needs of practical problems in materials science, and bearing in mind the beam spread in a thin foil (even for PEELS), probe sizes in a TEM based (LaB6 gun) instrument need not be less than about 3 nm (particularly if, as discussed below, "analysis" can be contemplated in the TEM image as either filtered or formed using specific loss electrons). In order to understand why it is that we feel that, perforce, this is the type of instrument most suited for materials science we will need to follow through the major problems which are currently beginning to be appreciated in the quantitative analysis of high resolution TEM images as used for the characterisation of structural inhomogeneities and these are thus summarised in section 2. In section 3 we discuss why it is that an "add on" x/2 spectrometer based system is probably the most appropriate for an imaging filter and give our own design approach further detailing changes in the design of the magnetic sector which appear to be desirable given its usage âs part of an image chain. We demonstrate finally why the need for such instrumentation is so acute summarising in section 4 the classes of materials problem which could then be attempted. 2 . Why a filter is necessary for quantitative TEM. 1tansmission Electron Microscopes have been widely, and increasingly, used in materials science for the characterisation of localised inhomogeneities for more than forty years and one of the major strengths of the approach seems to be the way in which new techniques for their use come to be developed as new problem areas are appreciated. The longevity of the basic method is however in some ways a danger in that it can become difficult to escape from an accepted approach. We believe that a case in point is the way in which it is generally considered that high resolution imaging must provide the best data on a localised structural inhomogeneity, while it is the inelastic scattering which has to be analysed (whether by the use of EDXS or EELS methods) using a localised probe if an area is to be chemically analysed. The spatial resolution of a probe method for compositional analysis is always in principle limited by beam spread, but the more important and fundamental point worth remembering is that the elastic cross-sections are as characteristic of the elements present as are the inelastic cross-sections. Accordingly the intensity distribution in an elastic image contains information that must be usable in an analysis and to a resolution comparable to that in a through focal image series. The non-linearities associated with dynamic scattering can be modelled easily and fully quantitatively given that there are no problems with the effects which are associated with the elastic scattering of electrons which have undergone energy losses. Ourmazd et al [1] have appreciated the principle that the elastic image contains chemical information in their approach to the use of quantifications of the patterns in high resolution images for the characterisation of the compositional abruptness of an interface. Even if there are difficulties in the details of some of the arguments used (particularly in relation to the Fresnel effects at interfaces) (e.g. [2] ), the fundamental idea is of course sound. We have argued for some time that the Fresnel contrast at a boundary (causing problems in the Ourmazd approach) can itself be quantified to allow the compositional analysis of the boundary to a spatial resolution exceeding that in any of the individual TEM images used. Consequently we have applied the Fresnel Method [3] to problems ranging from grain boundary analysis in ceramics [4] to grain boundary segregation at the atomic level [5] while showing that even the profile of the constituents at both oxide [6] and semiconductor interfaces [7] can be analysed by the approach. In our most recent review of the Fresnel Method [8] [11] and we have demonstrated [12, 13] [14] . The difficulty here, as in all other image analysis problems for crystalline material, is that it is far from clear whether the inelastic contribution should be treated in the coherent or incoherent limit. While for low angle, intraband, scattering Howie demonstrated several years ago that it is the coherent limit which should be used [15] , it remains clear that there will be at least some contributions to the atomic detail in the image in the incoherent limit as associated with interband, and higher angle, scattering; what the relative fractions of these two contributions should be in each of the rather different resultant inelastic images to be incoherently added to the remnant elastic image remains problematic! It is this which makes the inclusion of these effects into high resolution image simulations rather difficult to do without a wealth of further experimental detail on the relative amounts of each type of contribution, particularly when it is remembered that the ratio of the coherent to the incoherent behaviour will vary across a defect. [1b])) we should clearly now consider whether or not it might be preferable to obtain useful compositional information at a very high resolution in a loss image in TEM rather than by using a probe in STEM. The problem has been discussed in detail elsewhere [17] and it is interesting that at any resolution it seems that there are theoretical advantages in using TEM rather than a STEM for the analysis of an area 100 by 100 times the spatial resolution required. Whether or not these theoretical advantages could be realised in practice, bearing in mind the rather protracted imaging times that would be needed using either method (particularly for higher energy losses with low cross-sections), remains to be seen. It must however remain true that on a TEM approach the well known damaging problems associated with using a small probe at a high current-density for a STEM based image would be obviated. If the current density in the probe were to be reduced from its optimum value to prevent such an effect when using STEM then the relative time advantage of the TEM loss image over that constructed using the probe would be still greater. On the basis of the above discussion it is noteworthy that we seem still to be intent on using inelastic scattering effects for analysis. Generally this will almost certainly be a less efficient method of obtaining such an analysis than will be the quantification of the intensities as a function of thickness in the filtered elastic image given that the nature of the elements present is known from qualitative energy loss imaging (hopefully still in TEM!).
In [18] [19] [20] have recently gone a long way, using a Zeiss 902, to demonstrate the potential of quantitative spectroscopic imaging in TEM for a variety of potential applications. There was also a considerable amount of work in the mid 60's on the use of energy analysed line images obtained using Môllenstedt analysers (e.g. [21, 22] ) which it could be argued presaged most of the ideas above. It is thus more surprising that the approaches to quantitative imaging using filtering that we discuss here in the high resolution context are taking so long to be generally used even if they are increasingly becoming appreciated and quantified [11, [18] [19] [20] .
inconvenient. The 03A9 configuration can also hinder alternative usage of the microscope and would, perhaps more importantly, be rather difficult to add to an existing machine. On the other hand there has been a considerable amount of effort put into in the design of 7r/2 spectrometers (e.g. [24] [25] [26] [27] ) and, even though the principles of the design optimisation for a spectrometer are rather different than for a filter, the experience gained in the former area is proving useful in the latter. We gather that Gatan have now, for example, extended the design of their 03C0/2 spectrometer with the incorporation of sextupoles as well as quadrupoles [28] both to eliminate aberrations not accessible in the Rose treatment for an n filter and to improve its imaging capability.
That Gatan are now to market an imaging spectrometer of an "add-on" format, has led to us stopping the development work we have been doing on the development of our own earlier PEELS system [27] When we made a PEELS system some time ago [27] we noted the importance of being able to retain the ability to do conventional serial EELS (as well PEELS) in that many materials problems require data obtained by the former method, if not by both. We are clear here that even if the spectrometer as a whole is optimised for the formation of a filtered image it will also be essential to be able to use it for the formation of a spectrum from a probed area. It would also be desirable to be able to examine a spectrum for the area imaged either as filtered, or using an edge, with minimal disruption of the filter image chain and the ability to do this follows naturally from the separation of dispersive and distortion correction parts of the system. Under some circumstances, as perhaps for the evaluation of segregation at a grain boundary, it would also be useful to be able to form an energy analysed line image (as is conventionally obtained using a Môllenstedt system [21, 22] ).
The design of the system shown schematically in figure 1 is accordingly based on the premises firstly that vertical and horizontal phase asymmetries caused by the filtering process should both be understood and, as far as possible, controllably cancelled and secondly that energy loss spectra should also be obtainable (even if not at the energy loss resolutions which can be attained for a system optimised for this purpose), without altering the imaging chain, by displacing the beam to the side of the energy selection slit on to a CCD. The fundamental design of the system shown thus retains the idea that with the diffraction pattern to be filtered in the entrance pupil of the magnetic sector at the microscope projector lens cross over, and with energy loss selection in the necessarily distorted diffraction pattern as tranferred to A (Fig. 1) , the asymmetric phase changes caused by the 7r/2 spectrometer and the three quadrupoles before the optic axis slit should be controllably cancelled by the quadrupole system beyond this. Three rather than just two quadrupoles are needed before the slit since we need not only to shorten the imaging arm of the 03C0/2 magnetic sector (its image at the distance v, providing the virtual object for the first three quadrupoles) but also to allow a variable dispersion when obtaining focussed energy loss spectra on a CCD which would be placed to one side of the optic axis at A. Both for image filtering, as well as for the formation of a loss image using an edge, the slit width need not be better than would allow about a 5 Volt energy window. It is, for example, doubtful whether effects due to smaller voltage differences would be detectable in a filtered high resolution image [11] and for most loss images one would tend to use a still broader window to optimise the number of electrons used to form the image. In this context we, of course, take it that the final loss image would require the subtraction of a background determined from the images obtained using two adjacent windows prior to the edge. Under such circumstances the best window width would normally be about 30 Volts or so but could be as large as 100 V Accordingly it is interesting that it is important (in a way that is not otherwise obvious) to minimise the chromatic aberration effects of the imaging both beyond and before the slit. For an optimised quadrupole system we have found that its imaging characteristics need not be limited by an energy spread of 20 Volts, and should still be adequate for the lower resolutions generally required for a loss image using electrons with a greater energy spread.
On the above principles it is clear that it is appropriate to optimise each of the elemental groups separately and while the system as a whole is described only in principle we consider below the problems associated with the magnetic sector when this is to be used primarily for imaging in rather more detail because the approach required is différent from that normally applied when optimising a sector magnet as a spectrometer. It must now form a point focus rather than the line focus used for EELS. This requires double focussing, ie focussing in both the radial (y) and azimuthal (z) directions (see Fig. 1 ), while features such as high dispersion and retention of focus at high dispersion, important for energy loss spectrometers, are less important here. It was required that the system could retain a resolution in the final image of about 0.2 nm with a 5 eV slit width as would be used for energy filtering of high resolution images and about 0.5 nm with a 100 eV slit widths as used to obtain images of core loss edges. The system we examined was designed relative to the Cambridge HREM for which the normal operating voltage is 500 kV and, with the spectrometer mounted beneath the microscope screen, the projector-crossover (where the object for the sector is the demagnified diffraction pattern) to spectrometer entrance distance (u in Fig. 1 ) is about 900 mm. Ideally it would be possible to pass the image on the screen, at the magnification (N 600 k) normally used to set up and align it, through to the spectrometer by simply raising the screen with energy selection at the diffraction pattern at A as transferred from the point V to the slit by the first three quadrupoles. However at 600 k an image containing, for example, 100 0.2 nm lattice fringes would be 12 mm across, which is too large for any spectrometer to cope with. Energy loss spectrometers usually have entrance apertures of 3 to 5 mm and thus the magnification must be reduced to no more than about 100 k while, depending on the magnification to be applied in the filter, the optimum microscope magnification could be expected to be still lower. Considering the situation at 100 k however the diffraction maxima at the projector crossover, for a resolution of 0.2 nm, are at about 7 x 10-g rad relative to the screen and the object diffraction pattern for the magnetic sector is negligibly small (~ 120 nm) and can be taken to be a point source.
In order to obtain double focussing from a magnetic sector the parameters that can be varied are the entrance (a) and exit (Q) tilt angles, the entrance (Ri) and exit (R2) radii and the image distance (v). The object distance (u) is fixed to ~ 900 mm by the crossover to sector distance and the sector radius (R) was taken to be fixed in our case to N 300 mm by the space available.
Following Shuman [24] (1), first order focussing (considering only first order terms in (1)) gives a quadratic indicating two sets of values for the tilt angles (a and (3) for a given image distance (v). These tilt angles are plotted in figure 2a for the "normal" solution (with a low entrance angle as used in most energy loss spectrometers) and in figure 2b for the "alternative" solution (high entrance angle). The exit angle (,Q) is limited to being less than about 45° since otherwise, with any reasonable exit curvature (R2) , the usable width of the sector is limited too much. Thus reasonable image distances lie between -350 mm and -420 mm for both the "normal" and "alternative" solutions.
Following Shuman [24] again to consider the second order terms in the imaging behaviour of the sector magnet:
(1) For unwary amateurs such as ourselves it might be noted that in [24] The preceding calculations are useful in giving an idea of the optimum parameters for the sector and how they relate to each other. In order to optimise the sector and to determine the influence of parameters not considered above, ray tracing calculations were performed, for which we are grateful to M Kato and K. Thuno for their help with the programs used. The programs trace the path of electrons from an object at the microscope's projector lens crossover, through the sector, considering aberrations up to third order in the radial (y) plane and second order in the azimuthal (z) plane. It is also possible to include quadrupole lenses in the system, but this is not done here. The object at the microscope projector lens cross-over is simulated by nine cones of electron trajectories, eight of which are situated around a square at the very large spacing (by comparison with the size of the diffraction pattern there for the probable microscope magnifications to be used) of 10 Mm while the ninth is at the centre, as shown in figure 4 . Examples of the output from the program, which shows the forms that the spread in the "image point" of the 7r/2 sector magnet take for each of the cones, after the aberration effects of the spectrometer, are shown in figure 5, in (v) for a sector alone with a) the "normal" (lower) entrance angle (a) and b) the "alternative" (higher) entrance angle (a). changes of the aberration figure for each of the différent energies.
The major imaging effect of the spectrometer is to cause a strong rectangular distortion which is opposite for the two configurations. For the high a, low Q configuration, best for imaging, a square is elongated in the azimuthal direction by 1.7. Our only major uncertainty in the comparison of the two configurations is that the high a configuration appearing to have better characteristics may be as a result of not considering 3rd order aberrations in the azimuthal direction. In addition, there is a trapeziodal distortion present (see Fig. 9 ) which cannot, unlike the rectangular distortion, be eliminated using the quadrupoles following the sector (or as in our case following the slit at A in Fig. 1 ).
When we remember that a pair of quadrupoles can be used to form a doubly focussed image with a distortion of either of the senses (as shown for the two separate parameter sets) it would appear that the dispersion can be increased prior to the point A (using the quadrupoles) while decreasing the distortion. At the same time, on the principle of the overall design discussed here it is the quadrupoles after the slit which would be used primarily for the removal of the distortions. Note that the third quadrupole in this part of the chain allows alteration of the dispersion (for energy loss analysis at A). Fundamentally however the trapezoidal distortion caused by the spectrometer (see Fig. 9 ) can not be eliminated on the approach described. Reconsidering the rectangular distortion after the spectrometer and the first three quadrupoles it is this which should be capable of complete elimination by the second group of quadrupoles. If images are required for different energy dispersions at A (and thus different excitations of the first group of quadrupoles) then the elimination of the rectangular distortion would require changes in the settings of the quadrupoles in the second set.
We have not optimised the design of the system as a whole, but have investigated the various possible combinations of spectrometer and quadrupole groupings which are practical and have concluded that a reasonable imaging system could be achieved, on the basis of the sector magnet design approach described above, with little reduction in the microscope resolution, for slit widths allowing acceptance of electrons with an energy spread of less than about 20 eV 4. Application of image filters in materials science.
As we have noted above, given that it is now expected that the Gatan filter [28] will become commercially available within a reasonable period, we will not now proceed to fabricate the system we have described here, but have given a description of some of the work we have done on it, in particular in relation to the magnetic sector, in order to clarify the requirements which can be based on the potential usage of such systems. In order further to emphasise why we feel that filtering is essential, we summarise below the various classes of problem which will become accessible in materials science once an appropriate filter system becomes available.
Firstly it will be clear from section 2 that we do not believe that fully quantitative high resolution imaging is possible without filtering. We can note in this area two types of problem, as also figure 5 but for a sector optimised with high a and low Q. Note that the aberration effects are considerably lower for the alternative than for the normal solution and that now R2 is positive. discussed elsewhere [11] , these being essentially the analysis of the relative occupancy of different elements on different sites in the lattice of, for example, a mixed oxide and the detailed structural characterisation of a uniformly projected line or planar defect. We do not of course claim that [31] ) but filtering will allow the high resolution approach to be used on a numerically assessable basis rather than essentially only qualitatively as at present.
Secondly it will also be clear that a full analysis of the intensities in the filtered image will allow an elastic scattering factor based compositional analysis to the resolution attained in the filtered image and this should in principle approach that of the microscope. Such filtered images will also improve the accuracy to which the Fresnel Method might be used for local analysis (e.g. [8, 9] ). The use of specific edges, particularly in difference images, will provide useful checks for these two approaches particularly when there are localised changes in the composition, as for example when there is segregation of a specific element at a grain boundary. It is interesting, incidentally, that the resolution loss which should be noted when boron is finally imaged at a grain boundary in such a manner will provide information on the localisation of the energy loss process rather than on the spatial extent of the segragation. If on the other hand grain boundary segregated phosphorus could be imaged in the weak K (rather than the more delocalised L) edge then the image, if obtainable at the low intensities available, would provide a measure of the true compositional profile. It is noteworthy that in either case the Fresnel Method would appear to provide the more hopeful approach if it is the segregant's profile that is required.
The third class of probelm, which will require a considerable amount of effort, is the general improvement of a whole range of conventional imaging methods, as currently applied, once filtered images can readily be obtained. Included in this area is the improved analysis of the anomalous contrast in weak beam images of faults (e.g. [32] [36, 37] ) by specialised high resolution STEM should be as readily, or better approachable, using loss images in TEM.
